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Choosing Your Ideal Niche

How to Decide with Confidence and 
Prosper from Your Signature Edge

By Tom Volkar

The information contained within this guide is for informational purposes only and is solely the opinion of the author 
backed by 16 years of coaching. This information is not guaranteed to work for you like it may have for others. 

No part of this publication shall be reproduced, transmitted, used, or sold in any form, in whole or in part, 
without prior written consent of the author.  

The proprietary methods and exercises within are only to be personally used by the reader and are not to be 
used to coach others.  

By reading and using the material within this guide you agree to not hold myself and my company responsible 
for the success or failure of your business and decisions that may have been made by relating to any of the 
material included in this guide. 

Special thanks to my daughter Leslie Volkar for editing, formatting and superb graphics!

Please don’t share this book directly with others.  
Instead send them here so they can subscribe and get their own copy and other cool resources. 

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC.  All Rights Reserved.

Training Bonus
Sign up here to reserve your spot (limited to the first 12) for a 

free group coaching experience on how to leverage your niche. 

http://coreu.com/do-you-want-to-choose-your-ideal-niche-but-fear-it-will-limit-you/
http://coreu.com/edge/
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Introduction
I’ve written this book because I see many talented solopreneurs (coaches, consultants, graphic artists, healing 
practitioners and other practice professionals) struggle to attract enough ideal clients.

Often these talented solopreneurs don’t attract enough clients because they are:
 Generalists lacking a clearly defined expertise and marketplace advantage.• 
 Uncomfortable with self-promotion.  • 
 Not consistently using an aligned marketing strategy that values their individuality.• 

The lack of clarity and focus described above, causes solopreneurs to doubt their own capacity to build a practice 
and doubt their execution of marketing tactics. 

The following beliefs and misconceptions further get in the way of effective business-building:
 

Thinking that doing what they love is enough to build a business. Simply doing what you love is too ◊ 
broadly framed to give a distinct advantage. 
Choosing an ideal client niche based on economic feasibility alone is too outside centered to be accurate. ◊ 
Choosing an ideal client niche based on demographics alone is too broad to be distinctive. ◊ 
Continually searching for missing solutions by attempting to mimic successful experts’ marketing leads ◊ 
them further away from developing a marketing strategy that’s aligned to their unique makeup and 
desires.  
Believing the limited conclusion that narrowing one’s niche limits possibilities.◊ 

Choosing your ideal niche AND consistently marketing to that niche solves all of the above. 

This guidance works best for those who have already chosen their ideal business. If you have not yet chosen your 
ideal business, start with this free book first, Choosing Your Ideal Business: How to Decide with Confidence & 
Eliminate Fears about Making Enough Money.

How to use this self-coaching guide
Each chapter builds on the previous one. This is a clear and simple linear process that is designed to be worked 
through and not just read.  Print out your own copy and write in the workbook. 

Why just read it and end up even more frustrated when you could invest just a little more time and end up having 
chosen your ideal client niche? 

http://coreu.com/want-to-start-your-own-business-but-fear-you-wont-make-enough-money/
http://coreu.com/want-to-start-your-own-business-but-fear-you-wont-make-enough-money/
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Chapter 1

Ideal Niche Elements

Ideal niche is a singular, very distinct and narrow sliver of the market that you’re most naturally suited to serve. 

This eBook will guide you to solidly and surely identify your niche, but only if you value your individuality first, 
even over your desire to prosper. 

This is an inside-out approach that guides you to identify the niche that most fits who you are.  Once you consistently 
market to and serve your ideal clients your natural enthusiasm will cause the money to come alongside your 
efforts. 

I understand how daunting it can be to select only one niche when you are capable of working with so many.  My 
first four years coaching, I too was an under-earning generalist.  But once I settled on a clear singular clientele 
with one pressing problem, I was able to continually earn more for the same amount of work.  Experts are paid 
accordingly; choose to be an expert. 

One more thing about where you are.  This inside out approach is practically fail-proof.  If you simply use the 
following guidance to drill down and then market only to the niche you choose for the next 90 days – you’ll 
experience the difference for yourself.  Trust the process and prosper. 
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Your ideal niche is made up of five key elements that build on one another and combine to create your signature 
marketplace advantage. 

How many levels of the niche element pyramid are crystal clear to you right now?  

Know that by completing the agreements in this guide you’ll know all five and be confident of your ideal niche. 

Let’s get started. 
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Chapter 2

Core Contribution: What you do that’s unique to you  

Core Contribution is that very distinct thing 
you do that only you can do.  

It is that one very distinct and natural capacity 
that when actualized, you could be the best in 
the world while doing it.  

Key distinction: want vs could.  Core 
contribution is not the capacity where you want 
to be the best. You may aspire to be something 
that you aren’t naturally equipped to be.  Core 
contribution is the singular, unique, capacity 
where you actually could be the best in the 
world. 

There’s no heaviness around your core 
contribution. It is your lightest and most joyful 
recognition of your original concepts, energetic 
expressions and creations that uplift and inspire 
others. 

When developed, forged with experience and consistently marketed well, your core contribution becomes your 
greatest, most valuable gift to humanity as well as your marketplace advantage.  

Identifying Your Core Contribution
This advanced work requires that you have already chosen a business that fits who you are.  If you aren’t sure, 
then start with this guide to validate your business choice. 

My experience coaching hundreds of solopreneur clients has proven that most are already in a business that is 
right for them, and once they concentrate on a specific ideal niche, many of their struggles end. Before narrowing 
your core contribution, let’s begin with where you are.

For example, let’s say you’re a life coach, which is a broad designation since everything, including business and 
health, is part of life.  The narrower your definition of what you do to begin with, the easier it will be for you to 
narrow it further. 

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC.  
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Key Distinction: capacity versus contribution.  Capacity is what you can do and since you can serve many 
niches, by definition, what you can do is way too broad. Serving a singular niche is an advantageous marketing 
strategy but to be truly ideal, deep and narrow your niche needs go beyond describing what you can do.  Your 
capacity to play many roles and do many things creates a bias and an unwillingness to be and do one thing above 
all.  Your contribution on the other hand is distinctly you through and through. It’s a natural extension of who you 
are when you’re most in your element. 

Being known as a multi-talented generalist is an inefficient way to attract ideal clients. 

Many solopreneurs who perform multiple roles introduce themselves as generalists without meaning to. In 
networking meetings they introduce themselves like this. “I’m an author, a speaker, a coach and a consultant who 
works with men and women in transition.” 

This kind of broad description leaves the impression that they don’t know who they could contribute to in the 
most valuable way.  Upon hearing this broad sweeping introduction, no man or woman feels special enough to 
want to be their client. 

Look at the natural narrowing progression outlined in this graphic. 

. 

Agreement: Describe the capacity (role) you now play in the narrowest niche you feel confident 
choosing as a starting point. You’ll use that niche as a basis to further reveal and refine your 
core contribution. 
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Points of Deep Personal Appeal Exercise
Your life has always been nudging you to do more of what brings you joy and deep fulfillment. By recalling your 
personal highlights, as you respond to these questions, you’ll be able to recall those special times when you felt 
the special energy of having come alive. 

Furthermore by describing those extraordinary energetic experiences you’ll be able to reverse engineer and answer 
these points of deep appeal which will give you meaningful clues to identify your core contribution. 

Of all of your work experiences, which did you find most fulfilling? 

In what capacity were you working and with whom?

What (if anything) was special about the environment you worked in, your co-workers, your clients, the objective 
you were working towards and or any other unique aspect of the work that you have not found elsewhere?

Thinking about your responses above, recall that work and imagine doing it – what exactly and 
specifically were you doing that brought you alive?

Dig deeply down to the essence of what brought you alive. For example, if you were a coach don’t just say that you 
were coaching.  Go much deeper than that. Exactly what were you doing while coaching that felt so energizing? 
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What resulted for the client from what you were doing? 

What were you doing in your special way that others (to the best of your knowledge) may not do in that way? 

What was most valuable about what you did for both the client and for you? 

Agreement: Reflecting on what you were doing in the scenarios recalled above, amend your 
starting core contribution to include some of the same activities and write it here.
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Core Contribution Audio: If you feel that you haven’t quite nailed it - listen to this audio with pen and paper 
ready for three different approaches to identifying your core contribution. 

Instructions for engaging the Core Contribution audio:
 

Get paper and pencil ready. Set aside up to 25 minutes with all possible interruptions turned off. •	
Receiving this blessing is a sacred act and you’ll want to treat it with high regard and reverence.  

Breathe	deeply	and	ponder	the	opening	questions	to	reflect	in	the	deep	gratitude	of	possibility.•	

When instructed, pick up your pen and write a response to each urgent question knowing that the speed •	
and urgent inspiration will bless you with greater and greater clarity as you move through the exercise.

Under	no	circumstance	do	you	want	to	stop	or	interrupt	the	flow	and	think	about	a	response.		Any	•	
response no matter how silly, simple or seemingly unrelated is a much more valuable response than one 
you decide to think about. 

It’s essential that you write something because each subsequent question references the response just •	
before it. 

http://coreu.com/core-contribution.mp3
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Chapter 3

Ideal Client: Who you do it for 

Identifying Your Ideal Client
Write the real name of the most ideal, actual 
client, you’ve worked with so far, that was most 
fitting for you and most satisfied with outcome 
received for them? 

Answer these questions while thinking about 
her or him or the organization (if your ideal 
client is an organization).  

What relevant demographics (if any) defined them? Relevant demographics are characteristics that set them apart, 
like gender, age and profession. For example, if it’s relevant to the situation that caused them to look for help, that 
they are specifically professional moms in their fifties, then include it.  If it’s just as relevant to help professional 
dads, leave out the gender. 

What additional roles (if any) further define who they are?

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC.  
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What was the main situation they found themselves in that caused them to hire you?

What was their mindset regarding this situation?

What repeatedly concerned them that they wanted to resolve?    

What did they say was their biggest challenge where they were lacking confidence or knowledge?  

What attitude, beliefs and principles did they hold dear?

Agreement: Reflecting on the ideal client information recalled above, further edit your 
developing ideal client niche and write it here in the form of an introductory statement.

For example, here’s my ideal client statement: I guide spiritual, pioneering solopreneurs to build richly rewarding 
businesses that honor their individuality.
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1.

2.

3.

Chapter 4

Their Ideal Outcome: Your resolution of their greatest 
challenge  
 

Points of Value
Thinking of the ideal client you identified 
in Chapter 3, what are all of the outcomes 
they may invest in that you could do? On a 
separate blank sheet start by listing all the 
things you could do for that client that would 
be considered valuable by them.  Once you’ve 
given it a good brainstorm and have at least 
a dozen possibilities, go back and circle the 
three that they would consider most valuable. 
Be sure these three are stated as actual, highly 
beneficial results (outcomes) not just features 
of what you do. 

Write these three here. Your ideal outcome will 
be a version of one of them.  

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC. 
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Further Refining Their Ideal Outcome
Reflecting further on that one ideal client (or client closest to ideal), that you’ve so far worked with,
answer these questions. 

Procedure Note: If you can’t clearly answer any of these questions as your client, you can call and interview your 
client.  The resulting information will be very valuable. 

What did they most want when they came to you?

What specific key result (that they were willing to pay for) did they think would bring them relief or resolution?    

Brilliance Tip: It’s not enough just to operate a business doing what you love; you must also give your clients what 
they need by offering it in the way they want it. 

What central understanding or awareness did your client need to realize in order to do what was necessary to reach 
their desired result?  This key awareness is an insight that they did not come to on their own before they began 
working with you. 

How did they want to feel?  (This is the being/feeling state they experienced once resolution or relief was 
reached.)
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What was the exact successful outcome that caused them to feel that way? (This is the tangible result from 
working with you.) 

Brilliance	Tip:	Always	ask	new	clients	a	version	of	this	question	in	the	beginning	of	your	work	together.	“What	outcome	
would cause you to say that this is the best investment you have ever made in yourself?”

Agreement: Considering the ideal client outcome information recorded above, 
further tighten your developing ideal niche statement and write it here.
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Chapter 5

Signature Edge: How you distinctly do what you do  

Your signature edge is your special service and 
delivery edge.  Your signature edge is how you 
do what you do (your special and very distinct 
process) in every aspect of every interaction 
with clients and potential clients from your 
marketing and sales to service delivery and 
follow-up.   

Distinct Points of View
How you see your special slice of business 
differently from everyone else makes up your 
distinct points of view.     Below you’ll write at 
least five distinct, somewhat unique, and non-
traditional or even controversial points of view, 
relevant to how you do business. If stuck, read 
industry blogs to determine how you see the 
world differently from what’s out there.  

These viewpoints are rooted in your innate wisdom and tempered by your unique experience. Innate wisdom is 
inherent to your essential makeup and could not be realized by others. 

Received wisdom, on the other hand, is garnered from outside sources like the web, books, colleagues and experts. 
Outside-in wisdom is far less likely to guide you well.  Even when you receive inspiration or epiphany from this 
kind of wisdom, it’s because it activates and stimulates a vein of your unique innate wisdom. 

Received wisdom is conventional or traditional shared wisdom that is generally accepted as true by the majority 
of those in the dominant occurring reality.  To stand out, you want to express original wisdom that runs divergent 
to majority views. 

You must be willing to take a stand for these strong opinions. These are yours and yours alone. The underlying core 
belief may be shared by others but how you interact with your clients, while supporting these distinct viewpoints, 
is what makes them stand out from all others. 

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC.  
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 This can be a tricky exercise to nail down if you aren’t used to surfacing and harvesting your own  
 wisdom. If you want my help, to leverage your ideal niche and build your business, go here to    
 schedule a no-obligation Grow Your Ideal Business strategy session. 

For example, these were my top five distinct points of view when I wrote this book: 

The most aligned, ideal businesses are created brand new, while honoring the founder’s individuality •	
and not found already created by another (like franchises).

Many	hold	rigid	and	defining	conclusions	on	God	and	God’s	capability	that	limit	how	they	can	actually	•	
receive	Divine	Grace	and	Intelligence.		Infinite	intelligence	is	undefinable	beyond	all	description	
including	definitions	set	forth	by	all	religions.	

Traditional business startup advice is not the advice you need to actually choose and start a thriving, •	
ideal business.

Everyone is capable of realizing greatness and the main obstacle to becoming great is your own self-•	
judgment.  

Declaring that there is nothing truly new is one of the biggest lies in the universe. It disrespects the core •	
contribution and unique experience of each individual. Ideas in their raw form may be realized and 
shared by others but how you bring them into existence is unique to you. 

Questions to stimulate and surface your distinct points of view:
 

How do I deliver the very specific, desired tangible result for my ideal clients differently from everyone • 
else in my field?  

If there is a “secret” that I know about this that others may not, what is it?• 

Agreement: Write your five distinct points of view here.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

http://coreu.com/business-growth-free-strategy-session/
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Agreement: Looking at the niche statement you wrote at the end of the last chapter, select 
the most relevant point of view you wrote above and further amend your ideal niche. 
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Chapter 6

Signature Energy: The feeling of being the most magnificent 
you

Be Your Signature Energy
There is no one like you who can do exactly 
what you can do in the way you can do it.  That 
uniqueness is your competitive advantage in the 
marketplace.  It can’t be faked or constructed.  
It’s who you truly are.  The magnificent feeling 
of being what only you can be is your signature 
energy.

Brilliance Tip: This special combination of 
feeling and doing is the solopreneur’s advantage.  
To leverage that advantage always choose to 
consciously radiate this one-of-a-kind energy 
while honoring your core individuality.   

Agreement:  Name and flow your own signature energy by completing the exercise below.  

Your signature energy will surface more often when you stop looking outside yourself for 
answers.  Self-honor begins by dropping all the habits and behaviors that aren’t core to who 
you are. 

To do so, ask and answer these questions: 

In what area(s) of my life am I trying to fit into, or live up to, others people’s standards, rules and expectations?

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC.  
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In what specific situations could I drop all attempts at mimicry, conformity and appropriateness and simply be my 
wild-ass self? 

Agreement: Honor yourself and be more real in the situations described above.  
You’ll be happier almost instantly, and it’s a known fact that money follows joy. 
What’s scarce is highly valued and commands more money. 

Brilliance Tip: Creating highly valued, scarce products and services begins by being the energy that no one else has 
been willing to be.

This is your signature energy.  It’s yours alone and individually unique to you.  It is both the energetic contribution 
you give and the lift you receive when you give it.  

For example, I’m a coach who really enjoys taking clients on deep guided journeys to the exact result they most 
desire. The feelings I inspire and receive along the way I’ve dubbed exhilarated empowerment. 

Exhilarated empowerment (my signature energy) is a determined, “can do” mindset combined with expansive, 
confident energy to create whatever project or objective that matters most to you in any given moment.

Agreement: Surface your own signature energy by asking this: when sincerely interacting 
with another, what do we both feel, when I am being my unbridled self, without regard for how 
I look or what others might think? 

Name and describe your signature energy. 

Agreement: Connect with and feel your signature energy in all aspects of your business. 
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Chapter 7 

Prospering From Your Signature Advantage 

You’ll more often receive the rewards of your signature marketplace advantage only when communicating the 
first four niche elements (core contribution, ideal client, ideal client outcome and signature edge) while feeling 
your signature energy. 

The marketplace rewards rare, distinct marketing that demonstrates a clear and consistent understanding of these 
elements.  This proves your relevance to the specific ideal clients you desire.

Now that you know your ideal niche you must consistently market to that niche in the following ways:

Always frame your offers to deliver results not processes. • 

Practice and master only the two marketing tactics that you are most eager to use. Eagerness leads to • 
willingness which leads to action which leads to success. By focusing on only two you’ll become a 
master and masters like experts are well rewarded.

Use direct over indirect marketing (social media). Direct marketing more readily increases the number • 
of actual conversations with potential ideal clients

Be aware of the intangibles that cause money to move.  Money comes after happiness and parallel to • 
confidence and enthusiasm. 

To leverage your ideal niche and build your business, go here to schedule a no-obligation Grow Your Ideal 
Business strategy session. 

http://coreu.com/business-growth-free-strategy-session/
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Parting words from your coach Tom
Thank You! From the depth of my being I want to extend my heartfelt 
appreciation for your resolve and dedication in completing this book.  You are 
indeed a champion.  Your ideal clients are waiting to be served via your core 
contribution. Seize the day and start now.

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to shoot me an email Tom@
coreu.com with “niche” in the subject line.  I read and respond to every email 
message.  I would love to hear how you feel now that you’ve reached exhilarated 
empowerment made possible by working the agreements in this book.  

What else is possible?

I’m proud of you for taking action on being the real you.  Let me know how else you would like my support you 
in this endeavor.  Never allow a lack of money or any resource to stop you from at least inquiring what else is 
possible.

Even if we never work together in another fashion, I now consider you a friend and client.  If you want to explore 
other possibilities, just write me at Tom@CoreU.com and request a time to talk.  You never know what’s possible 
until you ask.  When you’re ready to narrow your focus and leverage your brilliance, schedule a Grow Your Ideal 
Business free strategy session. 

You may need just a little coaching to further refine and validate your ideal niche. Often live, customized coaching 
creates significant breakthroughs.  

Please don’t be concerned about money. Ask and you may be surprised. I may be moved to offer you a partial 
scholarship based on need and other qualifications.  Every once in a while I’ll run a group program that you may 
find refreshingly effective.  Or because you have already completed a strong foundation of my process you may 
not need as much individual coaching to actually launch or grow your business. Of this I’m certain; if you never 
ask, you’ll never know what might be possible. 

To you and your prosperous greatness,

Tom
Tom Volkar

PS: Please don’t share this book directly with others.  Instead send them here so they can subscribe and get their 
own copy and other cool resources. 

Copyright ©2015 Tom Volkar, CoreU, LLC.  All Rights Reserved.
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